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Abstract
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1 Introduction
D-branes [1] play important roles to describe the solitonic modes in string theory and could
make clear dynamics in strong coupling regions. They are applied to many non-perturbative
situations in string theory, such as Black Brane physics [2] and susy Yang-Mills theories
[3]. The calculations of degeneracy of BPS states shed light on profound problems of Black
Hole’s entropy and give us the microscopic description of its properties. As an attempt
to unify various string dualities, the M-theory [4] is expected to be formulated by taking
D-branes as fundamental objects. In some limit of large solitonic charges in supergravity
theories (SUGRA), the dynamics of the system are eectively controlled by large N super
Yang-Mills theories associated to D-brane world volumes [5]. It might be possible to study
strong coupling regions of SUGRA by dimensionally reduced susy Yang-Mills actions because
open string sectors govern the dynamics in short distances. Also MQCD contributes to our
understanding of dynamics and moduli spaces of SQCD [6] schematically from geometrical
congurations of branes.
The physical observables of D-brane’s eective theories have dependences on moduli
of compactied strings or wrapping D-branes. We expect that properties of compactied
internal spaces essentially control non-perturbative eects in susy Yang-Mills theories. One of
various remarkable successes is calculations of prepotentials in susy Yang-Mills in a geometric
engineering technique [7] based on analyses of moduli spaces in compactied string. It
determines non-perturbative parts of the eective theory completely and leads us to open
some geometrical methods in understanding the susy Yang-Mills and string eective theories.
String inspired eective theories in various dimensions give a hope that some non-
renormalizable eld theories might be formulated in non-perturbative ways. These Yang-
Mills theories are related to fluctuations of open strings and are closely connected with
D-branes.
In this paper, we focus on the type II superstrings compactied on Calabi-Yau manifolds
and study disk amplitudes of its topological sector to study properties of moduli spaces.
Strings can couple to the D-branes through boundary of the disk. The amplitudes allow us
to obtain world sheet instanton properties in the open string sector. The complex structure
moduli sector is described by topological B-model and receive no world sheet quantum cor-
rections. One can analyse the B-model moduli by period integrals . On the other hand, the
Ka¨hler structure have (world sheet ) instanton corrections and we study them by topological
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A-model. For Calabi-Yau cases, there are mirror symmetries [8, 9, 10] between these two
models. Transforming former information to that in A-model side, we can obtain instanton
corrections in Ka¨hler moduli spaces.
Motivated with this consideration, we intend to examine the amplitudes by means of
mirror techniques. Some considerations are given in [11] for disk amplitudes for Calabi-Yau
cases. But there still remains several uncertain points.
Our aim is to develop a concrete method to calculate disk amplitudes for the A-model.
We present disk amplitudes for d dimensional Calabi-Yau manifolds explicitly in order to
clarify relations with three point couplings on sphere and generalize the calculation to Fano
manifold cases by studying fusion products of operators.
The paper is organized as follows. In section2, we review an N = 2 supersymmetric non-
linear sigma model and its possible two (A-, B-type) boundary conditions. We also explain
the results in ref. [11] about boundary states and associated disk amplitudes in topological
A-, B-models in order to x notations for later sections. In section 3, we consider fusion
relations of A-model operators O(l)’s and their disk amplitudes c(l). Taking derivatives of
the amplitude with respect to a moduli parameter is equivalent to insertion of an extra
associated operator in the correlator. Operator products are represented linearly and lead
us to a closed set of dierential equations about the c(l)’s. In general it is dicult to evaluate
quantum corrections in c(l)’s directly in the A-model side. But the corresponding amplitudes
in the B-model case are period integrals themselves. By using mirror symmetries to evaluate
fusion couplings for Calabi-Yau cases, we can obtain the c(l)’s exactly in the A-model as a set
of solutions of the above dierential equations. As concrete examples, we analyse two d-fold
cases and argue on geometrical meanings of expansion coecients with respect to Ka¨hler
parameters in the amplitude.
Although this result is very satisfactory, we should still keep in mind the fact that this
mirror technique requires the existence of B-model and the story is necessarily restricted
to Calabi-Yau cases for consistency of the model. If one can discusses the analyses within
the A-model side only, there still exist many Ka¨hler manifolds which can be used as target
spaces in the model. For examples, in the cases of Ka¨hler manifolds with positive rst Chern
classes (Fano manifolds), the B-model cannot be dened consistently and the trick of mirror
symmetries cannot be applied.
To defeat this diculty, we discuss, in section 4, relations between the amplitudes c(l)’s
in Fano manifold cases and the three point couplings fmg in the tree level of closed string.
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There we obtain general formulae for c(l)’s as some linear combinations of multiple integrals.
Also it is known that the closed string amplitudes fmg can be calculated recursively [12, 13,
14] by associativity relations of operators for Fano manifolds. In our case these associativities
appear naturally as integrable conditions for a set of dierential equations satised by the
c(l)’s in open string theory. Applying these recipes developed in the section, we evaluate the
open string amplitudes with disklike topology for projective spaces CPN (N = 1; 2; 3), a
Grassmann manifold Gr(2; 4) and a degree 3 hypersurface M4;3 in CP
4 concretely. In these
Fano cases, to avoid complexity and to make the analyses clear, we restrict ourselves to
switch on only marginal Ka¨hler parameters and write down their detailed results.
Section 5 is devoted to conclusions and comments. In appendix A, we collect several
results of the expansion coecients for Calabi-Yau cases in lower dimensions. We summarize
calculations for a Fermat type Calabi-Yau d-fold with one Ka¨hler modulus in appendix B.
2 Topological Sigma Models
In this section, we shall review non-linear sigma models [10] and their possible boundary
conditions. Also we explain relations between period matrices with disk amplitudes in topo-
logical sectors in these models.
2.1 Boundary Conditions
We shall analyse the moduli spaces in the type II superstring on Calabi-Yau manifold M.
Let us consider two dimensional N = 2 susy sigma model with Calabi-Yau target space.
Bosonic elds X i, X{ in this model are maps from Riemann surface  to the target manifold




R and  
{
R. The subscripts L, R
represent respectively left-, right-movers on the world sheet. The superscripts i, { are Ka¨hler
coordinate indices of target manifold with Ka¨hler metric gi|. In an infrared xed point, there








The TL;R are energy momentum tensors and G

L;R are their super partners. The U(1) currents
JL;R are essentially pull-backs of a Ka¨hler form K := kdX
^ dX 1 of the target manifold
to Riemann surface,








R : (2. 1)
When we consider open strings, these left- and right-part energy momentum tensors TL;R
are not independent and related at boundary, TL = TR. For super stress tensors G

L;R and
U(1) currents JL;R, there are two types of boundary conditions [11]
2 in terms of a closed
string channel
A-type ; G−L = iG
−
R ; JL = −JR : (2. 2)
B-type ; G+L = iG
−
R ; JL = +JR ; (2. 3)
In the A-type conditions, the left and right U(1) charges have same absolute values but with
opposite signs on the boundary. On the other hand, the two charges are identied with same
sign for the B-type boundary cases. These equations (2. 2), (2. 3) can be solved and give
us relations for elds X and  
@zX
 = R@zX









 = g : (2. 4)
The matrix R connects left- and right-movers on the boundary and its eigenvalues take1. It
essentially contains information about open string boundary. We impose Neumann boundary
conditions on coordinates X with +1 eigenvalue indices. Vectors with −1 eigenvalue satisfy
Dirichlet conditions
Let us apply the Eqs.(2. 4) to a homology p-cycle γ of the Calabi-Yau d-fold. Tangential
directions of γ have free boundary conditions and are described by p dimensional coordinates
fyAg (A = 1; 2;    ; p). Normal directions to γ are parametrized by fyag (a = p + 1; p +
2;    ; 2d) and have xed boundary conditions. As a rst case we take A-type conditions.





 = −k : (2. 5)
1The indices ,  are real coordinate of the target Ka¨hler manifold.
2We use the terms \A-type", \B-type" for boundary conditions oppositely to expressions in ref.[11]. It
is convenient to use this convention in discussions disk amplitudes from the point of view of topological A-,
B-models.
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When one decomposes the k in terms of the y
A and ya, the block o-diagonal parts kaB
and kAb are the only non-vanishing components that satisfy Eq.(2. 5). The non-degeneracy
of the k leads us to a restriction on p as p = d. Thus the homology cycle with A-type
conditions are real d dimensional submanifold.





 = +k : (2. 6)
Non-zero parts of k with Eq.(2. 6) are block diagonal elements and the p turns out to be
even by the non-degeneracy of k . The corresponding cycle can have a complex structure
derived from its Ka¨hler form.
Mirror transformation changes the sign of the right U(1) current and exchanges the
A-type and B-type conditions. Then the transformation relates d-dimensional cycles of
Calabi-Yau d-fold M to even dimensional ones of a partner manifold W .
2.2 Disk Amplitudes
In this subsection, we study boundary states [15, 16] for topological sigma models with
Calabi-Yau target spaces M. The boundary state jBi is respectively dened by equations for
the A-type and B-type cases in closed string channel [11]
A-type ; (G−L  iG
−
R)jBi = 0 ; (JL + JR)jBi = 0 ; (2. 7)
B-type ; (G+L  iG
−
R)jBi = 0 ; (JL − JR)jBi = 0 ; (2. 8)
The state is a sort of source of closed strings and emits various elds. A disk amplitude is
characterized by the state jBi and inserted operators on Riemann surface . For topological
models, the boundary of  are mapped into homology cycles γ in M and inserted operators
are topological observables associated with some cohomology elements. We will show details
of topological models.
In order to obtain topological versions of the N = 2 non-linear sigma model, let us
consider alternations (twistings) of bundles on which fermions take values. We change spins
of fermions by an amount depending on their U(1) charges. As a result fermions take values
not on spin bundles but on (anti-)canonical bundles. We are interested in two cases (A-
,B-models). In the A-model case, the fermions  iL and  
{
R become spin zero elds on the
Riemann surface . The remaining elds  {L ( 
i
R) come to be respectively holomorphic
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(anti-holomorphic) one forms on . When we consider a B-type twisting, each right mover
 iR,  
{





in compared to the A-type case. We summarize spin zero elds on  for these topological
models and their associated super charges Q’s
spin zero elds supercharges




















R. We can associate an arbitrary de Rham cohomology element with a phys-
ical observable in the A-model. Similarly B-model observables are associated to Dolbeault




R. Topological sectors in
the disk amplitudes are described respectively by A-, B-models depending on A-, B-type
boundary conditions.
Let us rst consider the B-type boundary conditions. The requirement for U(1) currents
JL = JR at the boundary means the identication of left and right U(1) charges qL =
qR. Physical observables of B-model with charges (q; q) correspond to middle cohomology
elements vq 2 H
q;d−q(M) and we write the associated operators as ~q’s. Disk amplitudes with
one inserted operator ~q is calculated as an inner product j~qi and jBi
~cq := h~qjBi :
These B-model amplitudes are known to be independent of Ka¨hler moduli and we can take
large volume limit. Then classical calculation is exact and there are no quantum correc-
tions. The non-zero contributions in the topological sector from the jBi are described by
d dimensional homology cycle ~γ because of charge conservation. Poicare dual of this ~γ is
some middle cohomology element and one can expand it by a set of basis fvqg. Considering
a state jvqiB for each vq with jBitop =
P
q jvqiBBhvqjBi, we dene a part of boundary state
j~γi associated with the cycle ~γ as some linear combination of jvqiB’s. Then disk amplitudes
are calculated as period integrals for Calabi-Yau d-fold M





q;d−q(M) ; ~γ 2 Hd(M) : (2. 9)
When we choose a canonical homology basis f~γkg for Hd(M), the amplitudes are collected
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1CCCA : (2. 10)
This is the usual period matrix of complex moduli spaces of Calabi-Yau manifolds.
Next we shall turn to the A-type boundary conditions. Because of the identication of
U(1) charges qL = −qR  q on the boundary, physical operators O(l)’s for this A-model
are associated with even dimensional cohomology elements el 2 H
l;l. More precisely the
operators are elements of cohomology of moduli space of holomorphic maps and contain
information about world sheet instantons. In this model, disk amplitude cl is dened for
each inserted operator O(l)
cl = hO
(l)jBi : (2. 11)
These are independent of complex structure moduli but depend on Ka¨hler moduli of M.
When we introduce boundary state jγi associated with even dimensional homology cycle
γ 2 H2l, only non-vanishing contributions to the cl come from jγi in jBi. We put together






Components of this ~ contain world sheet instanton corrections. We will analyse these
amplitudes in the next section by using mirror symmetry.
3 Disk Amplitudes of A-Model
In this section we investigate disk amplitudes in the A-model for Calabi-Yau target cases. We




Let M be an arbitrary Calabi-Yau 3-fold with a Hodge number h11 = %. We focus on a
set of cohomology elements fe(0); e(1)i ; e
(2)
j ; e
(3)g (i; j = 1; 2;    ; %) in the vertical part e(l) 2
Hl;l(M;Z) (l = 0; 1; 2; 3) and write an A-model operator associated with e(l) as O(l). We
choose a canonical basis of the homology cycles
γ = f0; i; i; 0g 2 ‘H2‘;
and consider disk amplitudes c(l)(γ) associated with operators O(l) (l = 0; 1; 2; 3).
Correlators for A-model is dened as a path integral over holomorphic maps from  to
M











O(l)il    : (3. 12)
(We use an abbreviated notation about zero modes of fermions in the measure. In section
(3.3), we write down precise forms about correlators including fermion zero modes.) The
set of parameters ft(‘)g is a background source and each t(‘)i‘
3 couples with an associated
operator O(‘)i‘ with a denite degree 2‘ of the BRST cohomology.
In considering Calabi-Yau cases we switch o all background sources except for marginal
ones and we write these non-vanishing (Ka¨hler) parameters ti := t
(1)
i in an abbreviated form.














(3) = 0 : (3. 13)




j i and independent of moduli parameters. The
ijk is three point function on sphere and we regard it as an (i; j) component of a matrix i.
When we dene an inverse matrix −1i of the i, the O(2) can be expressed as an operator








j : (3. 14)
3The superscript (‘) for the t
(‘)
i‘




with an A-model operator O(‘)i‘ . The subscript i‘ of the letter t
(‘)
i‘
labels each individual operator with a
xed degree 2‘.
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Let us rst pick the amplitude c(0)(γ) = hO(0)jγi and take its derivative with respect to
a Ka¨hler parameter ti. The action of this derivative on the amplitude is insertion of an
operator O(1)i in the correlator
@tic
(0)(γ) = hO(0)O(1)i jγi : (3. 15)
Further the right hand side in Eq.(3. 15) turns out to be c
(1)
i (γ) := hO
(1)
i jγi because of fusion
relations Eq.(3. 13). In applying the same method to c
(2)






























(0)(γ) : (3. 16)

















(0)(γ) : (3. 17)
Thus all disk amplitudes can be calculated if we know the c(0)(γ) for an arbitrary homology
cycle γ. But the γ is expressed as some linear combination of canonical basis (0; i; j; 0)
and all we have to do is to evaluate the functions c(0)()’s and c(0)()’s. It is dicult to
calculate these disk amplitudes in A-model directly. But the corresponding ones in the B-
model side are period integrals themselves and we can estimate them classically. Furthermore
there are mirror maps between Ka¨hler moduli parameters ftig and complex moduli ones f jg
in some mirror partner W. Using these mirror maps ti = ti( j), we obtain the c
(0)’s in A-
model associated with M
c(0)(0) = 1 ; c(0)(i) = ti ;
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c(0)(i) = @iF ; c
(0)(0) = t





Here the F is a prepotential of the Ka¨hler moduli space and is expanded in a power series
































2(M; Z) ) : (3. 19)
The \a" is a contribution from sigma model loops and is related to a Euler number  of M,




. We collect all these results into one matrix ~
~ =
0BBBBBB@
0 i j 0








O(2)m 0 0 mj mnt
n





1 0 @nf −2f − 2a
l 0 l
k @n@lf −@lf
m 0 0 mn 0
























n 0 0 nj t
n
0 0 0 1
1CCCCCCA (3. 20)






















0 0 nj t
n





0 tt 0 0
0 0 t (0) 0
0 0 0 t
0 0 0 0





The 1st matrix in the second line in Eq.(3. 20) is invariant under a monodromy trans-
formation t ! t + m with 9m 2 Z⊗%. But the 2nd matrix exp(N (t)) changes into
exp(N (t))  exp(N (m)) and has a non-trivial monodromy property. It reflects the fact
that the homology cycles belong to mixed combinations lm=0H2m of homology groups with
dierent dimensions. Concretelty the set of homology basis f0; i; i; 0g receives an eect
under this transformation and linearly changes into a form
(0 i i 0)! (
0 i i 0)  exp (N (m)) :
In the D-brane language, these homology cycles are wrapped by D-branes with appropriate
dimensions. The 0-cycle 0 is invariant under the above monodromy transformations and
corresponds to a D0-brane in the IIA string theory. When we turn to the mirror W, the
corresponding cycle is a unique fundamental 3-cycle Γ in H3(W), which is dual to an element
of H3;0(W). When we consider a patch X5 = 1 in the Fermat type case and take a set of
variables (X1; X2; X3) as independent coordinates of the W, the cycle Γ is obtained
Γ := f(X1; X2; X3) 2 C
3 ; jXij = 1 (i = 1; 2; 3)g :
It is a real 3-dimensional torus itself and its structure is universal for all the toric cases. This
fact illustrates a conjecture that an arbitrary Calabi-Yau 3-fold is realized as a torus bered
space over some 3-dimensional special Lagrangian manifold [17]. Next we consider other
cycles. The i, j, 0 are wrapped respectively by D2-, D4-, D6-branes. The monodromy
transformation mixes all these cycles with dierent dimensions. Also when one shifts a
complexied Ka¨hler parameter ti by a constant real number, an NS-NS 2-form B-eld changes
into B ! B+ for some  2 H2(M). It implies an existence of Chern-Simons term C^exp(B)
for even form Ramond-Ramond (RR) elds C :=
P
m0 C
(2m)’s in IIA string.
On the other hand, quantum corrections in the disk amplitudes are essentially encoded
in the function f . But f is originally a generating function of instanton numbers, more
precisely Euler numbers of instanton moduli spaces with a xed degree, in the closed string
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(0) (0) (0) (0)
Figure 1: The prepotential F is written as a sum of products of disk amplitudes associated
with canonical basis fg and fg. A pair of canonical cycles is glued on their disk boundaries
and constructs a sphere.









Here the !(0), !(1) i, !
(2)
j , !
(3) are normalized periods with !(0) = 1 in mirror side. In our
results, these !’s are interpreted as disk amplitudes c(0)’s when they are rewritten in terms
of variables ftig,





(3) = c(0)(0) :





(0)(0)c(0)(0)) : (3. 22)
That is, we glue two disks at their boundaries and obtain a sphere. It is shown in Fig 1
schematically.
Eq.(3. 22) relates instantons in disk amplitudes with world sheet quantum corrections in
sphere. Geometrical meaning of the disk amplitudes will be explained in section 3.3. In the
next subsection we extend the recipe in the 3-fold case to d-dimensional Calabi-Yau cases.
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3.2 Calabi-Yau d-fold
We restrict ourselves to consider a Calabi-Yau d-fold M represented as a Fermat-type hyper-
surface embedded in CP d+1
p := XN1 +X
N
2 +   +X
N
N = 0 ;
N := d+ 2 :
Non-vanishing Hodge numbers hp;q of this d-fold appear only in the primary vertical (pH
p;p)
and primary horizontal (pH
d−p;p) subspaces [19]
hp;q = p;q (0  p  d ; 0  q  d ; p + q 6= d) ;










(p+ 1− l)(d+ 1) + p
d+ 1
!
(0  p  d) :
When d is odd, the vertical and horizontal parts are completely decoupled each other. But
in even dimensional case, there are middle cohomology elements in Hd=2;d=2. Products of
Ka¨hler element e analytically produce only one element in this middle group and we focus
on this from now on. Let Hl;lJ ’s be analytic subgroups in H
l;l generated from the Ka¨hler form
e. Each Hl;lJ is spanned by one element e
l and we write a corresponding A-model operator as
O(l) (l = 0; 1;    ; d). Fusion structures of these operators are investigated in [20, 21, 22, 23]
O(1)O(j−1) = j−1O(j) (1  j  d) ;
O(1)O(d) = 0 : (3. 23)
We switch on only one background source \t" in the A-model correlator, which is the Ka¨hler
moduli parameter. In the point of view of mirror symmetry, it is a mirror map itself and is






















Also q is dened as \q := exp( 2i t)". A canonical basis of homology cycles is chosen
as γl 2 lm=0H2l. Disk amplitudes c
(0)(γ)’s associated with an operator O(0) are periods
themselves if they are expressed by the variable \ " in the mirror side, but one can translate
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the amplitudes into A-model side by the mirror map t = t( ). They are collected into one
matrix u0
u0 :=
 γ0 γ1    γd
O(0) c(0)(γ0) c
(0)(γ1)    c(0)(γd)












The matrix exp(tN ) has information about monodromy properties of homology cycles. Un-
der some constant shift of real part of t! t+1, that is, a shift of an NS-NS B-eld in string,
the homology cycles mix each other
(γ0 γ1    γd)! (γ0 γ1    γd)  exp (N ) : (3. 25)
Because each cycle γm is related with a Dm-brane, the result reflects a Chern-Simons term
for even form \RR-elds" C ^ exp(B) with C :=
Pd
m=0C
(2m). Physically the meanings of
these \RR-elds" are not clear for higher dimensional (> 5) Calabi-Yau cases in the context
of compactied string theories. But as mathematical interest, we expect that these \elds"
would be realized as some characteristic classes of some vector bundle over the Calabi-Yau
moduli space. Probably mirror symmetries will be formulated mathematically beyond the
range of type II string theories.
In contrast to the exp(tN ), the functions famg are single-valued with respect to \t". It























(m = 2; 3;    ; d) :











Sn(w1; w2;    ; wn)y
n :
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These an’s (n  2) are expanded as power series with respect to q. Furthermore all the



































(0)(γm+1) (1  m  d− 1) ;
0 = 1 :
We use a convention that a topological metric is expressed as ij := hO
(i)O(j)i = Ni+j;d.
The symbol l is an abbreviated form of 1‘‘+1 = 1‘mm‘+1. The leading terms in the
q-expansions of them are constants ‘ = 1 + O(q) or 1‘m = N + O(q). The matrix ~ is


































The symbol Pexp(  ) means a path ordered exponential along a contour C in the Ka¨hler
parameter space with coordinate t. If we x two end points of C, the result does not depend
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on the choice of contour as far as the C does not enclose any singular points in the parameter
spaces. It is ensured locally by an integrable relation [@t −t; @t −t] = 0 of a dierential
equation
(@t −t)~ = 0 :
This is equivalent to [t; t] = 0 or ij = ji in components. It is associativity relations
of operators themselves.
But if the C encircles some singular point, there is an arbitrariness in dening ~. Then
the ~ have global monodromy properties. In fact there are three singular points on the
t-plane in this model. The rst is the innity point t =1 we considered here. The second is
the t = t( = 1) point. In the language in the mirror side W, it is a conifold-like point for an
arbitrary odd dimensional case 4 and curvature in its moduli space blows up at this point. In
the neighbourhood of the point, the topology of a vanishing cycle is a d dimensional sphere
with the radius proportional to ( −1)1=2 when we restrict ourselves to real locus. This sphere
is homologically equivalent to a cycle 0, which is canonically dual to the fundamental one
0. The 0 is 0-cycle in A-model and is wrapped by a D0-brane. The corresponding one in
the mirror side is a fundamental d-cycle Γ that is equivalent to a real d-dimensional torus
T d topologically. When we consider a patch Xd+2 = 1 in this case and take a set of variables
(X1; X2;    ; Xd) as independent coordinates of the W, the cycle Γ is represented
Γ := f(X1; X2;    ; Xd) 2 C
d ; jXij = 1 (i = 1; 2;    ; d)g :
This exemplies a torus bered structure of the Calabi-Yau d-fold. The remaining singu-








. Around each singular point, there is
an associated monodromy transformation. Investigation about properties of these singular
points will lead us to deeper understanding of mirror symmetries and relations between some
(gauge) bundles over D-brane moduli spaces of M and mirror manifold W itself.
We will return to the disk amplitudes. The Eq.(3. 26) gives us relations between three
point functions on sphere and disk amplitudes in A-model for d-fold. Essentially instanton
corrections are contained in the al’s. They are invariant under the discrete integer shift of t.
Some explicit calculations for low dimensions are summarized in appendix A.
4There is a branch cut  (1 −  )
d
2−1 for a period in even dimensional case. We do not have any clear
geometrical interpretation of these cuts in contrast to vanishing cycles in odd dimensional cases.
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κ κ κ κi j ji
Figure 2: Integrable conditions are equivalent to associativity relations for inserted operators.
Next we study another example:
M ; Xd+11 +X
d+1







in Pd+1[ 2; 2;    ; 2| {z }
d times
; 1; 1 ](2(d+ 1)) :
Ka¨hler moduli of this model is generated by two elements in H2(M) and we write two Ka¨hler
























[(d+ 1)Ψ((d+ 1)m+ 1)− dΨ(m+ 1)−Ψ(m− 2n+ 1)]
#
;






2[Ψ(m− 2n+ 1)−Ψ(n+ 1)]
#
:
Here the x and y are complex moduli parameters for a mirror W in the B-model. Analytical
subgroups of vertical homology classes are characterized by a set of canonical basis
fγ(0); γ(1)1 ; γ
(1)







The γ(l) belongs to some combination of homology groups lm=0H2m.
Let us consider disk amplitudes c(0)(γ) associated with the operator O(0). They are



















~a0 ~a1 ~c1 ~a2 ~c2    ~ad−1 ~cd−1 2~ad + ~cd

 exp(tN (1) + sN (2)) :












(D1a^k−1 + T a^k−2) (k = 2; 3;   ) ;
;
8><>:




(D1 c^k+1 + T c^k + Sa^k) (k = 0; 1;   ) ;
T := D21 log V (x; y; ; 1; 2) ;
S := D1D2 log V (x; y; ; 1; 2) ;
V (x; y; ; 1; 2) :=
X
m;n0
Γ[(d+ 1)(m+ 1) + 1]













Γ[1 + 1 − 22]
Γ[m− 2n+ 1 + 1 − 22]
#
xmyn :





. These two sets of functions ~a’s and ~c’s contain information
about quantum corrections in the disk amplitudes. The vector u0 have non-trivial mon-
odromies around t = 1 and s = 1 and their properties are characterized by two matrices
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N (1) and N (2)
N (1) :=
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1z}|{ 2z}|{ 2z}|{ 2z}|{    2z}|{ 1z}|{
1 f 0 e(1)1 O
2 f 0 I
2 f 0 I
...
. . . . . .
2 f 0 I
2 f 0 e(2)1





1z}|{ 2z}|{ 2z}|{ 2z}|{    2z}|{ 1z}|{
1 f 0 e(1)2 O
2 f 0 I 0
2 f 0 I 0
...
. . . . . .
2 f 0 I 0
2 f 0 e(2)2











































= 0 : (3. 27)












! (γ(0) γ(1)1 γ
(1)











and various D-branes with dierent dimensions mix one another. It implies a Chern-Simons
interaction terms between \RR-elds" and NS-NS 2-form B similarly to the previous exam-
ple. We make one remark here: the 0-cycle γ(0) is invariant under the monodromy transfor-
mations and associated with a D0-brane. It corresponds to a unique fundamental cycle Γ in
the B-model moduli space. The Γ is the same cycle as that in previous example and is topo-
logically equivalent to T d. These torus structure seems to be universal for any d-dimensional
Calabi-Yau manifolds (at least for Calabi-Yau manifolds realized as some (complete inter-
section of) zero loci of ambient toric varieties).
We shall go back to the disk amplitudes. Let O(1)t , O
(1)
s be A-model operators coupled
with parameters t, s respectively associated with two elements in the H2(M). When we switch
on only marginal background operators in the A-model, fusion relations for this mode are
expressed linearly as
O(1)i O









(d) = 0 ;
where the i; j; k run over t or s. We can dene two kind of fusion matrix t and s
i :=
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1z}|{ 2z}|{ 2z}|{ 2z}|{    2z}|{ 1z}|{
1 f 0 (0)i O
2 f 0 (1)i




2 f 0 (d−2)i
2 f 0 (d−1)i
1 f O 0
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
; (3. 28)











:= (l) kij = 
(l)
ijm











All the amplitudes c(l)(γ(m)) are constructed by transforming the fusion structure into a disk
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amplitude matrix ~. We can express the results in a compact form by applying the same







t := @tF ; s := @sF ;
F :=
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1z}|{ 2z}|{ 2z}|{ 2z}|{    2z}|{ 1z}|{
1 f 0 M (0) O
2 f 0 M (1)




2 f 0 M (d−2)
2 f 0 M (d−1)
1 f O 0
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
:
Block components in the matrix F are dened as
























~an+1 + @t~an+2 ~cn+1 + @t~cn+2
@s~an+2 ~an+1 + @s~cn+2
!
(n = 1; 2;   ) ;









(m  1) :
In d-dimensional cases, we have treated the one modulus and two moduli models concretely.
But the method developed here is not restricted to these cases and the structure of mixing
between homology cycles and monodromy properties are expected to be universal for arbi-
trary d-folds. In Appendix B, we show results for general Fermat-type Calabi-Yau d-fold
case.
3.3 Geometrical meaning of A-model Amplitudes
Now let us concentrate on the topological meaning of these A-model disk amplitudes. The
amplitude is dened as a path integral form with an operator O(l) and a homology cycle Γm
21








Conguration of bosonic elds is dominated by holomorphic instantons from Riemann surface
 to the target manifold M. They are dened as a set of the complex structure J of  and
holomorphic maps X. Also the boundary of  is mapped into the homology cycle Γm  M.









Here the inner product is dened by hermitian metrics and the R is a curvature form of a
vector bundle V over the holomorphic maps. Fiber of V is spanned by cokernels of a covariant
derivative r. After integration of 1-form parts of the zero-modes  0, the Seff leads us to a
Chern class c(V). The remaining zero modes govern moduli space of stable maps Ml;m;n. It
is a set of one distinct market point P on  and holomorphic maps X with degree n
Ml;m;n := fX : ! M (hol. map with degX = n) ;
X(@)  Γm ; X(P ) 2 P:D:(el)g :













q := exp(2i t) : (3. 29)
The Vl;m:n is a vector bundle over the moduli space Ml;m;n with ber cokerr. The  is an
evaluation map of M and act on the set fP;Xg as
(fP;Xg) := X(P ) : (3. 30)
In particular the degree zero part can be evaluated by Ka¨hler form e. We now make a
remark here: We have xed the degree of the homology cycle. But there are mixing between
cycles with dierent dimensions when we discuss calculations in the mirror technique. This
phenomenon can be interpreted as shifts of Ka¨hler form e by cohomology elements  2 H2(M)
(e ! e + ). Its modication is equivalent to some constant shifts of Ka¨hler parameters,
which lead us to monodromy transformations.
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4 Extension to Fano Manifolds
In previous sections, we considered Calabi-Yau cases. By using mirror symmetries, we can
calculate the amplitudes in the A-model indirectly. But the existence of B-model is essential
there and that necessarily restricts us to manifolds with c1(TM) = 0, that is, Calabi-Yau
spaces. If we can study the calculation within the range of A-model only, we remove the
condition c1 = 0 for manifolds. In this section, we develop a method to analyse the A-model
for manifolds with c1(TM) > 0 as an attempt to treat general Ka¨hler manifolds.
4.1 Fusion Relations for Operators
Let us rst recall the fusion relations considered in the previous sections. Each A-model
operators O(l) is associated with a cohomology element el 2 H2l(M). Operator products of
these are written down




Here the product \" means equality of both sides when we evaluate them in the A-model
correlator
hO(l)  O(m)   i =
X
n
lmnhO(n)   i :
When we take a derivative of a disk amplitude c(l)(γ) = hO(l)jγi, fusion relations give us a
set of dierential equations
@
@tk





We can collect these amplitudes in one matrix ~ by choosing an appropriate set of homology








~ = k ~ ; (4. 1)
(k)l
m := klm :
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Here we introduce matrices k whose (l;m) component is a fusion coupling klm. If one can
solve this equation (4. 1), the disk amplitudes are obtained. When is this equation solvable?
The integrable conditions are needed to solve simultaneous dierential equations. They are












= 0 : (4. 2)
In the cases for Fano manifolds, three point couplings are derivatives of some prepotentials
F






In such cases, identities @tlm = @tml are satised automatically and integrable conditions
are turned into formulae
[l; m] = 0 : (4. 4)
That is the associativity relations for two inserted operators O(l) and O(m)
lnrmrs = mnrlrs : (4. 5)
These determine the instanton parts of prepotentials completely [12, 13, 14]. Under these








(l)mn := lmn :
The contour C could be chosen appropriately. But we do not know the global structure
of moduli spaces for Fano cases in contrast to Calabi-Yau spaces. There is no associated
B-models and we do not have any kind of periods whose complex moduli parameters are
analytically continued over all the moduli spaces. In the next subsection, we analyse these
amplitudes ~ for several cases concretely.
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4.2 Several Examples
We take three concrete examples, CPN (N = 1; 2; 3), Grassmann manifold Gr(2; 4), M4;3
(zero locus of a hypersurface with degree 3 in CP 4) and analyze the ~ of them. For simplicity,
we switch o all background sources tl’s of operators O(l) except for marginal ones and
concentrate on analytic subgroups generated by products of Ka¨hler forms.
As a rst example, we consider the projective space CPN . The CPN is (complex) N
dimensional space with 1st Chern class c1(TCP
N) = (N + 1)e. The e is a Ka¨hler form. Its
non-vanishing Hodge numbers are hl;l = 1 (l = 0; 1;   N) and all cohomology elements are
generated by products of a Ka¨hler form e. A corresponding operator O(l) is dened for each
el 2 Hl;l (l = 0; 1;    ; N).
When one switches on only Ka¨hler parameter t1 = x with all others o t0 = t2 =    =











(1)‘m := 1‘m = 1‘nnm :
Here the topological metric ij is given as ij := hO
(i)O(j)i = N  i+j;N . (All the other
couplings ‘ associated with O(‘)’s are constructed as products of the 1 in this background,
























The leading coecient a0 is the classical part of the amplitude and are determined only by
geometrical data of CPN . Quantum corrections are encoded in the expansion coecients al
(l = 1; 2;   ) and we focus these parts for lower dimensional cases.
 CP 1 model
The cohomology group is generated by two elements 1 and e and we introduce parameters







































































(l = 1; 2;   ) ;
1 = −1 :
The component ul21 is non-vanishing and the ~ is not triangular matrix. It is contrasted
with Calabi-Yau cases. If we want to consider eects by t0, all we have to do is to multiply
a matrix exp(t00) to the above ~ from the left.
 CP 2 model
There are three elements 1, e, and e2 in cohomology groups H(CP 2). Background sources
t0, t1, and t2 couple with associated operators O(0), O(1), O(2). Then a prepotential of CP 2
is realized in the following form











The set of numbers Nd is determined by associativity relations of fusion couplings. With







(1)‘m := 1‘m :
























































































































































































+ lx+ l :

































1 = 1 :
 CP 3 model
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The moduli parameters tm (m = 0; 1; 2; 3) are associated with cohomology elements e
m and
couple to A-model operators O(m). When turning o all parameters except for t1 = x, we
nd a fusion coupling for O(1)
1 =
0BBBBB@
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
q 0 0 0
1CCCCCA :












0 0 1 x


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































+ lx+ γl :



































































































γ1 = −1 :
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It is straightforward to extend the calculations here to general CPN cases. For this CPN case,
each cohomology class with a xed degree is one dimensional space and all the cohomology
elements are generated by only one Ka¨hler form e. As a second example, we will consider a
Grassmann manifold Gr(2; 4) that has a two dimensional cohomology group H4(Gr(2; 4)).
30
 Gr(2; 4) model
The Gr(2; 4) is realized as a 2 dimensional subspace in C4. It is complex 4 dimensional
manifold and has a 1st Chern class c1(TGr(2; 4)) = 4e. The e is a Ka¨hler form of the
manifold. Also Hodge numbers are known to be h0;0 = h1;1 = h3;3 = h4;4 = 1 and h2;2 = 2.
The total cohomology classes are 6 dimensional spaces and there are six operators O(0),
O(1), O(2)1 , O
(2)
2 , O
(3), O(4) associated with them. We shall introduce moduli parameters
t0, t1, t2;1, t2;2, t3, and t4 corresponding to the above observables. Topological metrics
(‘;i)(m;j) := hO
(‘)iO(m)j i are non-zero for (0)(4) = (1)(3) = (2;1)(2;1) = (2;2)(2;2) = 4. Then a
prepotential of Gr(2; 4) is expressed as
























(4d+ 1− k − 2l − 3m)!k!l!m!
ed t1 :
When one switches on only marginal parameter t1 = x 6= 0 in the background, fusion
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couplings for these operators O(m)’s are calculated
0 =
0BBBBBBBBBBB@
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0




0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
q 0 0 0 0 1





0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
q 0 0 0 0 0
0 q 0 0 0 0




0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
q 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 q 0 0 0 0





0 0 0 0 1 0
q 0 0 0 0 1
0 q 0 0 0 0
0 q 0 0 0 0
0 0 q q 0 0




0 0 0 0 0 1
0 q 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 q 0 0
0 0 q 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 q 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
1CCCCCCCCCCCA
:
Here we introduce a variable q := exp(x). By performing the similar calculations for the











0 1 xet x2
x3
6




0 0 0et 1 x












































where each component uij
l in the series expansion are give as
u11

































l=1 = 0 ;
u51










(l = 1; 2;   ) ;
u12







































































l=1 = 1 ;
u52





























(l = 1; 2;   ) ;
u13

































































































































+ lx+ l ;
u53
l=1 = −1 + x ;
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u53










































































































































































































































































+ lx+ γl ;
u54
l=1 = 2− 2x+ x2 ;
u54








































































































































































































































































































































































































+ γlx+ l ;
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u55



















































































































































































































































































































































































































l=1 = 0 :
It is straightforward to turn on all the other background parameters ftlg in the above analysis
but the calculation is tedious.
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 M4;3 model
As a nal example we consider a degree 3 hypersurface M4;3 in CP
4. It is a complex
3 dimensional manifold with a positive 1st Chern class c1(TM4;3) = 2e. The e is a Ka¨hler
form of this M4;3. The non-vanishing Hodge numbers are h
0;0 = h1;1 = h2;2 = h3;3 = 1 and
h2;1 = h1;2 = 5. To avoid complexities in calculations, we focus on the vertical parts 3‘=0H
‘;‘
of cohomology classes here. Then there are associated four operatorsO(m) (m = 0; 1; 2; 3) and
non-vanishing components of topological metric lie on o-diagonal parts lm := hO
(l)O(m)i =






















0 1 0 0
6 q 0 1 0
0 15 q 0 1
36 q2 0 6 q 0
1CCCCCA :












0 0 1 x

























1CCCCCA  ql :
The q is dened as q := exp(x). Each component uij







































































































































































































































































































The numbers vl, l, l and γl are obtained by recursive relations8>><>>:
v
(1)
l=1 = 6 ;
v
(1)








(l = 1; 2;   ) ;8><>>:
v
(2)
l=1 = 0 ; v
(2)
l=2 = 18 ;
v
(2)



































































(l + 1)(l + 2)2
+
90














(l + 1)2(l + 2)
+
6







l=1 = 9 ;

(2)
l=1 = 0 ; 
(2)
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(l + 1)(l + 2)2
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(l + 1)(l + 2)3
+
90
(l + 1)2(l + 2)2
+
90

















(l + 1)(l + 2)3
+
6
(l + 1)2(l + 2)2
+
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l=1 = −18 ;

(2)
l=1 = 6 ; 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(l + 1)2(l + 2)2
+
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(l + 1)(l + 2)3
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+
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(l + 1)(l + 2)3
+
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(l + 1)2(l + 2)2
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(l + 1)(l + 1)4
+
90
(l + 1)2(l + 1)3
+
90
(l + 1)3(l + 1)2
+
90




















(l + 1)(l + 2)4
+
6
(l + 1)2(l + 2)3
+
6
(l + 1)3(l + 2)3
+
6







l=1 = 21 ;
γ
(2)






For Fano cases, the expansion coecients are polynomials of Ka¨hler parameters whose degree
are nite independent of instanton degree. Its structure resembles closely that in the Calabi-
Yau cases. A constant shift of Ka¨hler parameter mixes components of the ~ with each
other. But it is not clear that the matrix ~ factorizes into a monodromy part and a genuine
instanton correction part for Fano manifolds cases. Also we lack for information about total
monodromy properties of moduli spaces in the Fano cases.
Next when we turn on a parameter t0, the amplitude ~ is modied. A corresponding
observable is a puncture operator P and plays important role in topological gravity. But
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the 0 is always identity matrix in all the cases. In order to couple the P to our cases, all
we have to do is to change the amplitude ~ into exp(t0 1)  ~. This alternation might be an
operation by which world sheet gravity n comes to couple with the system. More precise
studies about these things will appear elsewhere.
5 Conclusions and Discussions
In this section, we investigated the disk amplitudes in topological A-models and developed
a method to calculate the contributions from world sheet instantons with boundaries. We
study fusion structures of A-model operators and nd that these correlators satisfy a set of
dierential equations characterized by three point functions l. The integrable conditions
in this open string amplitudes are equivalent to associativities of operators and are realized
as commutativity of an arbitrary pair of fusion matrices. For Fano manifold cases, these
commutativity makes us to obtain all instanton corrections in tree level of closed string
theory. The disk amplitudes are collected into one matrix ~ and are written as path ordered
exponentials of integrals of these fusion couplings. Probably it is possible to interpret the
~ as a kind of Baker-Akhiezer functions or  -functions of the integrable systems. Local
deformations of the integral contours do not aect the results. But the amplitudes have
global monodromy properties.
In this article, for simplicity, we switch o all perturbation operators except for marginal
ones O(1) associated to Ka¨hler forms. However we would like to emphasize that our results
are applicable to the completely general backgrounds.
In this article we treat several examples. As a rst case, we investigate Calabi-Yau 3-fold.
The A-model disk amplitudes are expressed by using Ka¨hler parameters and a prepotential
F . In particular, the correlators associated with O(0) are period integrals themselves if they
are transformed into the B-model side by mirror maps. We observe that the prepotential
formula in the toric analysis can be interpreted geometrically as a sum of products of disk
amplitudes associated with canonical homology basis. A pair of cycles is glued on two disk
boundaries and the product is weighted with a homology intersection number of these cycles.
The F is essentially a sum of contributions from disk amplitudes with various homology cycles
as their boundaries.
Next we consider Calabi-Yau d-fold cases concretely. For each case, the amplitude is
given as an upper triangular matrix and it is factorized into two parts, that is, monodromy
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part and instanton part. The former is constructed from some commutable nilpotent ma-
trixes N ’s. All eigenvalues of the monodromy matrices exp(N ) are units. The number of
the N is equal to the dimension of Ka¨hler moduli spaces, or 2nd Betti number b2. The
latter part is composed of a set of single-valued functions under monodromy transformations
at large radius limit points. In other words, that is invariant by some constant shifts of
Ka¨hler parameters. It contains essentially information on instanton corrections with disklike
topology. Its expansion coecients are interpreted as integrals of Chern classes of vector
bundles V over stable mapsM with one inserted operator on . The region of that integra-
tion is over the xed homology cycles. But the shifts of Ka¨hler forms mix these instanton
parts with each other. In the language of D-branes, the set of homology cycles with even
dimensions are wrapped by D-branes. They are susy cycles [24, 25] with minimum volumes
and \RR-elds" associated to the branes could be realized as Chern classes of some bundle
over Calabi-Yau moduli spaces. The structure of the monodromy transformations implies
existence of some Chern-Simons terms for these \RR-elds". It is consistent with one of the
T-duality transformation B ! B+  ( 2 H2(M)). Especially it is remarkable that the form
of the monodromy matrix is completely tted to the form of mixings of homology cycles
wrapped by D-branes.
In the context of string compactications, the internal space with more than ten dimen-
sion seems to be meaningless. But as mathematical interest, there seems to be no obstruction
to extend the \D-branes" to higher dimensional cases through geometrical characterization.
In various dimensional cases, mirror symmetries are analysed so far [20, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27].
Their results illustrate existence of those symmetries in higher dimensional cases. Also anal-
yses here imply that mirror symmetries might be generalized to the cases including RR-elds
and (flat) gauge elds on the D-branes.
Furthermore our results show that the torus bered structure of Calabi-Yau d-fold is
universal for any dimensions. The 0-cycle in the A-model side is wrapped by a D0-brane.
This cycle 0 corresponds to a unique d-cycle ^0 dual to a cohomology element H
d;0(W) of
the mirror W. The ^0 is the fundamental cycle in the toric language of mirror (B-model)
calculations and is homologically equivalent to a d dimensional torus. It supports the con-
jecture that any Calabi-Yau d-fold is realized as some torus bered space, which is proposed
by [17]. But base manifold in this bered space is not clear in our analyses. More precise
studies are needed to clarify the global structure of the bered Calabi-Yau spaces. It will
yield reconstruction of mirror partner W from the moduli spaces of the original manifold M.
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We wish to present a more detailed study on this object in future.
There are still some open problems. In order to complete our analysis of boundary
states in string context, we have to consider non-topological states. They might have more
information on properties of susy cycles and be related with moduli spaces of D-branes.
The second problem is a relation with U-duality. The mirror symmetry is said to be a kind
of generalized T-duality. In fact the mixings of homology cycles are controlled by integral
shifts of B-elds, which is a part of T-dual transformation. If we consider an S-duality in
some context, the mirror symmetries here might be lifted to a U-duality. That symmetry
exchanges stringy fundamental states with solitonic ones (D-branes). In our previous papers
[28, 29], open string higher loop corrections play essential roles in analysing mass formulae
of BPS states, Also those corrections are essentially estimated by tadpole graphs which are
described by disk amplitudes, that is, boundary states. Possibly this problem might be
treated in M-theory.
For our analyses in Fano cases, there are some non-trivial monodromy properties in the
disk amplitudes. They reflect mixings of homology cycles with dierent dimensions. But
the mixings do not have the same structure as that in Calabi-Yau case. The 0-dimensional
cycle wrapped by D0-brane corresponds to a d dimensional fundamental homology cycle in
the B-model side for Calabi-Yau cases. How should we interpret the 0-cycle for Fano cases
because of lacking for the B-model.
The last is the meanings of other singular points on moduli spaces. The large radius limit
points contains information on mixings of cycles wrapped by D-branes. What information
is hidden in other singular points? For Calabi-Yau 3-folds, conifold singularities are related
to Black Holes physics unexpectedly [30]. Are there similar physics in the other singular
points? We do not have any answer about this now.
Our analysis is still limited, but we hope it will give some insights to the studies of moduli
spaces of Calabi-Yau manifolds and their mirror symmetries.
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Appendix A
Expansion Coecients of Calabi-Yau d-folds
We consider d dimensional Calabi-Yau manifold M
M ; Xd+21 +X
d+2




d = 0 :























(m = 2; 3;    ; d) :











Sn(w1; w2;    ; wn)y
n :
These an’s (n  2) are expanded as power series with respect to q = exp(2i t). For all
dimensions, a0 = 1, a1 = 0 are satised. We summarize these q-expansions of the fang
(n = 2; 3;    ; d) for lower dimensional cases.
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 3 dimensional case




















+1408576329956909429553448731160 q10 + O(q)11 ;






















−281715265991381885910689746232 q10 + O(q)11 ;
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 4 dimensional case
a2 = 10080 q + 73483200 q












+6289794812252109825519839548497264776243328 q10 + O(q)11 ;















+3521863577835487363968251940437175654809280 q10 + O(q)11 ;
a4 = −50803200 q











 5 dimensional case









+270025284718395377923251679826570 q6 + O(q)7 ;

















































 6 dimensional case








+8787523560602575025843757375030064656384 q6 + O(q)7 ;









+16428039454518721043990933106854902034432 q6 + O(q)7 ;



























a6 = 6995748257792 q










 7 dimensional case



















































 8 dimensional case
a2 = 412077600 q + 315199135995975000 q
2
+629888601165740265184000000 q3
+1929728022282541043288456451883593750 q4 + O(q)5 ;























































Disk Amplitudes for Calabi-Yau d-Fold
We consider d-dimensional Fermat type Calabi-Yau manifold M with one Ka¨hler modulus
M ; X l11 +X
l2
2 +   +X
ld+2
d+2 = 0




wi ; li :=
D
wi
; wd+2 := 1 :
Products of a Ka¨hler form e generate analytical subspaces of vertical cohomologies lH
l;l
J (M).
Each Hl;lJ with a xed l is spanned by one element e
l and there exists one corresponding
operator O(l) (l = 0; 1;    ; d) in the A-model. Fusion relation of these is the same as Eq.(3.
23)
O(1)O(j−1) = j−1O(j) (1  j  d) ;
O(1)O(d) = 0 ;
‘ := 1‘‘+1 = 1‘mm‘+1 ;
ij := hO
(i)O(j)i = D  i+j;d :
A Ka¨hler parameter t couples with the operator O(1). It is a mirror map itself and is written




























Here the  is a complex moduli parameter of a mirror W in the B-model. We can choose
d + 1 homology cycles γl 2 lm=0H2m(M) and express disk amplitudes c
(0)(γ)’s associated
















































The Sn’s are Schur polynomials. The set of homology cycles is transformed under a transla-
tion t! t+ 1
(γ(0) γ(1)    γ(d−1) γ(d))
! (γ(0) γ(1)    γ(d−1) γ(d))  exp(N ) :
and these cycles with dierent dimensions mix each other. The total disk amplitude is


































(0)(γm+1) (1  m  d− 1) ;
0 = 1 :
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